1st Grade Reading Recommendations

**Picture Book**

- *The Perfect Place*  
  De La Peña
- *I Don’t Want to Read This Book Aloud*  
  Greenfield
- *The Teeny-Weeny Unicorn*  
  Harrison
- *Big*  
  Harrison

**Juvenile Easy Reader**

- *Words Are Magic!*  
  Avant-garde
- *Rainbow Days: The Gold Bowl*  
  Bolling
- *Picking Apples*  
  Borgert-Spaniol
- *Best Buddies: A Pie for Us!*  
  Fang

- *Frog Can Hop*  
  Gehl
- *Princess Truly: I Can Help!*  
  Greenawalt
- *The Cool Bean Makes a Splash*  
  John
- *How to Love a Pony*  
  Meadows

* Books with this symbol are available in other formats. Please see a librarian for info.
Frank and Bean: The Stinky Feet Monster  
Michalak

Critter-Cam: Puppy-Cam  
Palatini

The Inside Scouts Help the Kind Lion  
Ruths

Jip and Jam and the Missing Stick  
Scully

Cat vs. Vac  
Windness

Interrupting Cow and the Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing  
Yolen

The Fix-Its: Nail Needs Help  
Reul

Pizza and Taco: Wrestling Mania!  
Shaskan

Juvenile Nonfiction

Hooray for DNA!  
572.86 Th

It Is Time: The Life of a Caterpillar  
595.789 Ro

How to Bird  
598.07234 Ha

Tale of a Tadpole  
597.81392 Wa

Need more recommendations?  
Ask a librarian!